
Visual Communications
Stories are told with more than written

words and so we add artistic imagery to all
projects. We are happy to combine sound

and images into comprehensive videos
and video campaigns for any project to

give it that extra flare.

Comprehensive Strategy
Our digital projects encompass every part of the

communication and marketing journey each business faces. 

Websites & Interactive Design
From social media and other smaller

projects to website design to the
complete immersive user experience,

we serve projects big and small.

Digital Project Management
We make sure to look over every project and
to find the right team members to complete

the job fully. From the planning stages to
training to maintenance and support, One

Designer is involved at all levels.

Learn More Learn More Learn More



About
Welcome, Bienvenido, Bienvenue!

Onedesigner was founded by Andres Ruiz in 2010. He was trained in design in
Colombia and went back to school in Montreal to become further trained in
communications and interactive media for marketing purposes. And since founding
Onedesigner, Andres has spent the last few years merging his three languages,
different cultures, and creative personality into ONE marketing agency. 

Within every project, Onedesigner looks to continue the same mission that Andres
established: combining a variety of creative ideas, techniques, and team members to
complete projects. Our belief is that there needs to be collaboration within any team
as well as between the agency and the client. This collaboration being so cohesive
that it is as if all the players involved are ONE.

View More of Onedesigner's Work



Our Services

Looking for something not mentioned?

Learn More About Our Process

Be sure to get in contact with us to discuss your specific needs and wishlist!

Though we value unity, Onedesigner also knows that every client is different and has different business
needs. This is why our services can be mixed and matched to fit the marketing goals of each of our clients.

We look forward to bringing you the following strategies and vibrant communication tools to meet your needs and goals.

Contact Us

Websites & Interactive Design
We offer the complete user experience
for your customers from your website,

to your social media, to any other
marketing tool needed to make your

business shine.

Visual Communications
The phrase is "a picture is worth a thousand

words" and we definitely believe that! We offer
a variety of visual methods to communicate

your brand to the outside world.

Digital Project Management
With our team, no stone is left unturned as
we oversee every aspects of the project. No

project is ever finished because Onedesigner
is on board to ensure training, support, and

maintenance.

Learn More Learn More Learn More


